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These sociable, intelligent, brilliantly colored parrots make good pets. They can be taught to speak

and perform tricks. Titles in the extensive Complete Pet Owner's Manuals series provide pet owners

with basic information on keeping healthy, contented, well-cared-for animals. The series includes

approximately 175 titles and covers pets of every kind: dogs, cats, and birds of many breeds, as

well as fish, reptiles, rabbits, hamsters, and just about any other animal that people keep as a pet.

Facts and advice cover all aspects of pet care, which include proper feeding, housing, health care,

grooming, training, and much more. The text in each manual is supplemented with many vivid,

full-color photos, and with instructive, anatomically accurate line art. Each manual has been

individually written by a breeder, trainer, veterinarian, or experienced animal specialist.
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Basic book on Macaw care and behavior. Good for someone who does not yet own a parrot. Not to

helpful for someone who has a Macaw and is having behavior problems.

This is a nice little book with quite some interesting facts about macaws. Don't expect too much of it



though. Our macaw was already adult when we got it and reacted quite opposite than suggested in

the book. For instance when we placed a fresh branch with leaves, the bird didn't like it at all and

refused to come near to it until we moved it to the house's floor (our bird house is 2 x 1.75 x 1.8

meters). When the bird goes to the floor to take a bath, he walks way around it. When we give him a

dry piece of wood (of the sane tree) he likes it much better.Still the book contains valuable

information. We will have to read some more books in order to be able to recommend others.

Loaded with lots of helpful information, Actually these are my first exotic birds , and I was able to do

many maintenance tasks by myself and no blood or bites , what a wonderful day .... Yes I would

certainly recommend this book to first time bird people or anyone that needs help understanding

their big birds .... awesome information.....

Good book for 1st time Parrot owners....Just read it before buying....

Blue Throated Macaws are simply incredible, smart, intelligent, amazing macaws I've ever had the

pleasure & blessings to be able to raise!

This book is NOT " A Complete Owner's Manual". It is an extremely vague guide that would work

well for a sixth grader doing a report on macaws, but that I found to be of zero help in understanding

my military macaw's needs and behaviors. It answered none of my questions and if someone

bought this book and a macaw they would be flying blind.I did learn that military macaws suck as

pets though, so, there's that.

It was a gift and they loved the book, very informative and easy to follow.

Great book in you are into Macaws.
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